


About Shristi 
 

Shristi Technology Labs is an emerging Software Training solution provider for high end 

technologies. We are passionate about innovation, learning & development and quality. 
 

Our vision is to make learning easy, interesting,  affordable and accessible to all.  
 

Our trainings can be delivered as an Onsite Classroom Training or as an Instructor-Led Live 

Online Training(ILT).  
 

We also provide innovative training solution, as Self-Paced  Online Courses for the advantage of 

new joiners  & developers to learn at their own pace.  
 

Why us 
 

 We at SHRISTI, make training simple and more interactive. Our approach is to deliver the 

training at each participant’s understanding level 
 

 Our trainings, provide the skills and competencies necessary to improve individuals and 

business performances. 
 

 We have industry experienced trainers  having high passion for teaching and rich knowledge 

in the subject. 
 

 Our trainers are responsive, innovative and resourceful. 
 

 Our services address the need of both technology and business requirement to help the 

organization grow. 



Instructor-Led Live Online Training 
We provide ILT in the below given technologies 
 

 Java 

 Java Enterprise Edition(JEE) - Web Technology 

 JSP & Servlets 

 Java Frameworks 

 Spring / Hibernate/ Struts2 

 Web Designing 

 HTML5 & CSS3 

 Javascript 

 jQuery & AJAX 

 Bootstrap 

 Java Script Frame works 

 Angular . js 

 Node . js 

 React . Js 

 MEAN 



Java 

          Java, an Object Oriented Programming Language, with its ever-green popularity 

and consistent job opportunities is a  must for every programmer to enter into IT 

industry. 

 We, at Shristi provide quality training in Java for both fresher's  and working 

professionals. Our training content is created with more emphasis on practical examples 

on all concepts, proper coding style which makes the participants  'Excellent Java 

Developers'. 

JSP & Servlets 

 JEE, Java Enterprise Edition is used for developing, building and deploying 

Web-based enterprise applications. JSP & Servlets, a technology in JEE is the base to be 

learnt before jumping into any web framework. 

 Our JEE training, ensures that the participants master the concepts of JSP & 

Servlets practically by building a simple web application. The training will also talk about 

the potential differences between JEE and other frameworks. 



Hibernate 

  

 Hibernate, an open source ORM framework, is a must learn for working 

professionals and developers as it provides better persistence for all java based 

applications. The jobs for Hibernate continues to dominate the ORM field 

in job postings. 

               Hibernate Training in Shristi provides an  in-depth knowledge on all 

the concepts with good hands on practices. The participants will get the necessary 

skill set to work on Hibernate, in terms of understanding the concepts, developing 

and debugging the application and integrating with other frameworks.  

Java Frameworks 



Java Frameworks 

Spring 

  

 Spring, an open source framework for creating enterprise applications 

using java has shown relative  growth over these years since inception. The need 

for spring developers is still growing. 

          Our Spring Training covers the major stack components of Spring like 

Spring Core, AOP, MVC, ORM and JDBC. Our expert trainers, with  deliver even the 

complicated concepts in an easy understandable way. This training equips the 

participants with the necessary skills of spring framework to develop enterprise 

applications and integration with any ORM framework. 



 

Web Designing                          

 

                      Creativity, characterized by originality, expressiveness, imagination is the 

need for any UI developer. Good UI Design facilitates a good user experience This will be 

a good start for newbie's and professionals. 

                      We, at Shristi, have developed an end-to-end training course that covers all 

the essentials for a UI designing with HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript and jQuery , where the 

participant will be creating a complete web application with technologies learnt. 

Bootstrap 

 Bootstrap, is a sleek, intuitive, and most powerful front-end (HTML, CSS, and 

JavaScript) framework for developing responsive, mobile-first web sites. 

 Our Bootstrap Training, provides practical experience on many interactive 

features like thumbnail galleries, image carousels, and web forms by making the 

participant develop a website.  



Angular.js 

  

 Angular.js , a JavaScript framework, used for creating Single Page web 

Application(SPA)  is gaining popularity among UI developers. The job trends and 

opportunities for Angular is growing in the IT market day by day. 

 Angular.js training by Shristi, concentrates more on sharing the practical 

knowledge of our expert trainers  working in Angular for real time projects. The 

participants will get necessary the skills to create SPA starting from designing to 

coding and testing as  a complete cycle. 

Javascript Frameworks 



Javascript Frameworks 

Node.js 

         

 Node.js, an open source, server side JavaScript framework is used for 

developing data-intensive real-time applications that run across distributed devices.. 

Node, the hottest trend in the tech realm, is used by MICROSOFT, YAHOO, 

WALMART, SAP AND LINKEDIN. 

 Node.js training by Shristi, enhances the participants with a good 

knowledge on NODE.js, to build HTTP server using code modules of Node.js and to 

create scalable web applications. 



MEAN Stack   

 MEAN is a free open-source Javascript software stack for building 

dynamic websites and web applications. The MEAN stack makes use of MongoDB, 

Express.js, Angular.js and Node.js.  

             MEAN Stack Training by Shristi provides a practical learning on all the 

components to build a complete application using MEAN stack. This is designed 

specially for professionals aspiring to make a career in front end technologies. 

Javascript Frameworks 



Javascript Frameworks 

React.js         

 React.js is an open-source javascript library providing  a view for data 

rendered as HTML. It is maintained by Facebook, Instagram and a community of 

individual developers and corporations. 

We, at Shristi provide a comprehensive training of React.js. it includes practical 

exposure of React.js together with the flux architecture which can be used with any 

client side frameworks  with more emphasis on practical examples on all concepts. 



Self-Paced Learning(SPL) is a methodology of learning, that is initiated and directed by learner  

and is designed to permit learning at one’s own pace. 

Self-Paced Learning provides a high degree of flexibility.  

Set your own tempo, and choose which session you want to start.  

Why SPC 

• Eliminates knowledge gaps 

• Increases student ownership of learning  

• Customizes learning paths  
 

Shristi Self-Paced Courses(SPC) 

Shristi Technology Labs provides high quality Self-Paced Online courses delivered by our expert 

trainers. Our SPL courses are structured as concepts coverage, practical assignments and 

assessments on every topic.  
 

Technologies Covered: 

• Java frameworks 

• Java script frameworks 

• Web designing 

Self-Paced Online Courses 



SHRISTI TECHNOLOGY LABS Pvt Ltd 

F402, Gopalan Grandeur,  

ITPL Main Road, 

Hoodi Circle, 

Bangalore. 

+ 91 -  7795713933 

contact@shristitechlabs.com  

http://www.shristitechlabs.com 
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